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The first task

NAME YOUR TEAM

CRY YOUR MOTTO

SHOW US YOUR LOGO



The second 
CAPTAIN’S task

What genres of the 
films do you know? 
Match the genres to 

their definitions.



Melodramas, action films,horror films, 
musicals, comedies, documentaries

1------- are usually aggressive and have many fights of 
different types.
2-------are films with a lot of singing and dancing.
3 ----- are films stuffed with unreal things and special 
effects.
4------are films where people find themselves in funny 
situations and we laugh a lot.
5------are very popular among women and housewives.



                

Answer the questions
1. Which of the following Disney films features 2 ugly sisters and an evil step 
mother? 
-             Dumbo 
-            Cinderella
2. Which horror character bites your neck and sucks your blood? 

•Dracula 
•Mummy 

3. Who played Willy Wonka in the 2005 film Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 
•Will Smith 
•Jonny Depp

4. What was the name of Disney's famous magical nanny?
-      Mary Poppins
-      Marge Baggins
5. Superman is known for wearing which of these items of clothing? 
-       Lipstick
-        Cape
6. Which 1977 sci-fi film did Harrison Ford star in? 
-         Sun Wars
-         Star Wars
7. Complete this movie title 'The Nutty…..'? 
-          professor
-          doctor



CINEMAMEOW 





Pirates of the Caribbean





THE STAR WARS





Twin Sitters ⁄ The Babysitters





HARRY POTTER





THЕ HUNGER GAMES





Back to the Future





The Avengers





HOME ALONE 





101 Dalmatians



         The fifth task
 The Scrambled 
Words Scrambled Word Correct Variant

torpeora  

cotar  

kaem-up  

drictoer  

pordurec  

tusnt  

scpirt  

esasctr  



… is a man who looks through the 
camera, and operates the equipment.
..is a man who pretends to be another 
person and acts in a film.
….is a woman who can make a new face 
for an actor.
…is a man who is the boss and tells everybody 
what to do.
…is a person who does all the dangerous 
things on the screen instead of actors.
…is a man who has general control of the 
money for a film but he doesn't direct the 
actors.
…is a man who writes scripts for films, shows.
… is a woman who pretends to be another 
person and acts in a film.


